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AMI International Joins MAST Event Series as Market Info Partner
Bremerton, WA – February 11, 2010 – AMI International announced today it has joined with
MAST Events Limited as the Market Info Partner for the 2010 MAST series—MAST Americas in
Crystal City, VA (22-24 June) and MAST Europe to be held in Rome in November.
AMI’s unique insights into future naval and maritime market trends and developments will add
value to MAST for attendees and exhibitors alike. AMI’s forecasts, trend assessments and
advisory services draw on the company’s 25 years of hands-on experience in the global naval
market.
Bob Nugent, AMI’s Vice President for Advisory Services notes: “The debut of the MAST
Americas event is very timely. The US naval and maritime security market is expected to
remain the largest in the world over the next 20 years.”
“AMI forecasts that between now and 2030 the US market will make up 63% of the world’s
future spending on aircraft carriers and large expeditionary ships, 39% of the world’s
investment in cruisers and destroyers, 37% of world submarine spending, and 23% of the global
market for frigates and corvettes”
Bob and AMI’s General Manager for its newly-launched Unmanned Systems product line—
Andrew Henderson—will be presenting more detailed information on future naval and
maritime security market prospects at this year’s MAST events.
About AMI International
AMI is based in Bremerton, Washington USA, and is a leading provider of focused market
analysis and consulting for naval, maritime security, and unmanned systems markets around
the world. AMI tracks opportunities for its worldwide customer base in 18 countries on 5
continents, following market developments in over 70 countries that consistently invest in
naval and maritime security capabilities.
AMI’s product line includes naval, missile and unmanned systems market research databases.
Its flagship “Hot News” naval market newsletter is considered a “must read” for key players in
the industry. AMI maintains an active dialogue with senior sea service leaders around the

world, key decision-makers in the naval and defense industry, leading media covering the
defense sector, and its network of international advisors and affiliates.
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Mr. Pat Bright, VP for Subscriptions: pbright@amiinter.com
Mr. Richard Dorn, VP for Marketing: rdorn@amiinter.com
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